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Abstract—Social networks are naturally represented as heterogeneous networks with multiple types of objects e.g., actors,
items and multiple types of links e.g., links between actors that
denote social ties e.g., friendship, and links that connect actors
to items e.g., photo, video, articles, etc. that denote relationships
between actors and items. In this paper, we consider the task of
assigning labels to the unlabeled actors (individuals) in a large
heterogeneous social network in which labels are available for
a subset of actors. Specifically, we seek to learn a predictive
model to label actors based on the attributes of the actors
themselves and/or items that are linked to them in the network.
Unfortunately, the number of distinct items, represented in realworld networks such as Facebook or Flickr is quite large (in
the millions) although only a small subset of them are linked
to specific actors. This leads to data sparsity which causes overfitting and hence poor performance in predicting the labels of
unlabeled actors. To address this problem, we induce hierarchical
taxonomies over items and use the resulting taxonomies as a basis
for selecting abstract and hence parsimonious representations
of network data for learning the predictive models. Our experiments using three different predictors (Iterative classification
Naı̈ve Bayes, Iterative classification Logistic Regression, and
EdgeCluster) on two real-world data sets, Last.fm and Flickr,
show that the predictive models that take advantage of abstract
representations of network data are competitive with, and in
some cases, outperform those that do not.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The emergence of social networks e.g., Facebook, and social
media e.g., Flickr has resulted in exponential increase in the
amount of data that link diverse types of richly structured
digital objects e.g., individuals, articles, images, videos, music,
etc. Such data are naturally represented as a heterogeneous
network with multiple types of objects e.g., actors, items and
multiple types of links e.g., links between actors that denote
social ties e.g., friendship, and links that connect actors to
items e.g., photo, video, articles, etc. that denote relationships
between individuals and items, e.g., the fact that a specific
individual, say John Smith likes a particular painting, say
Mona Lisa. This kind of data can be modeled in a way such
that actors are associated with labels that can be in many
forms: labels which denote political or religious point of views
of actors; labels that come from many other characteristics that
denote behaviors or preferences of actors in activities. There
are several applications that can make use of labels of actors
in a social network: social networking advertising systems that
show the advertisements to actors in a particular topic which is
closely relevant to their preferences; recommendation systems
that are based on actors’ interests to recommend objects (e.g.,

musics, movies). However, in real-world social networks, the
labels that are associated with actors are not available due
to many reasons such as privacy concern and/or out-of-date
profile information.
In this paper, we seek to learn a predictive model to
label actors based on the attributes of the actors themselves
and/or items that are linked to them in the network. In
contrast to traditional supervised learning scenarios, the actors
in a network are not independently identically distributed
(i.i.d) due to the presence of homophily [1], the propensity
of actors with similar traits to be linked together and the
resulting correlations [2] among their attributes (and labels).
The collective classification approaches to labeling actors (or
more generally, objects) in networks exploit homophily [3],
[4], [2], [5] to their advantage. However, there is substantial
room for improvement in the performance of the state-of-theart approaches to labeling actors in heterogeneous real-world
networks.
The number of distinct items (e.g., the movie “Back to the
Future” or the play “Merchant of Venice”), represented in
real-world networks such as Facebook or Flickr is quite large
(in the millions) although only a small subset of them are
linked to a specific actor, say, John Smith. This leads to data
sparsity which in turn leads to over-fitting by overly complex
models [6] and hence poor predictive performance in labeling
the unlabeled actors in a network. To address this problem,
some authors [5], [4], [2] have suggested replacing items by
their attributes. Unfortunately, in many real-world scenarios,
this results in loss of information essential for classifying or
labeling actors. We note that the items linked to actors in
real-world networks are often specified at varying levels of
granularity or detail. What is needed is an effective means to
choose an abstract yet sufficiently informative representation
of network data to achieve accurate and reliable labeling. To
address this problem, we propose an alternative by inducing
hierarchical taxonomies over items and use the resulting
taxonomies as a basis for selecting abstract and hence parsimonious representations of network data. This approach offers
a means of striking a compromise between using the finest
granularity identity-level representation of item objects of a
social network on the one hand and the coarsest granularity
type-level representation (in which objects are simply encoded
by their types). Specifically, we induce from data, the item
type abstraction hierarchies (ITAH) that group item objects
into hierarchical taxonomies. We train classifiers using a subset
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Abstraction hierarchies of item type Music and Video, respectively.

of actors in the network and abstract representations of items
linked to those actors. Our method starts with the most abstract
representation and successively refines the representation.
We compare the Iterative classification Naı̈ve Bayes classifier (INBC), the Iterative classification Logistic Regression
Classifier (ILRC) [2] and the EdgeCluster [7] classifier that
make use of the items’ attributes with their counterparts
(AINBC, AIRLC, and AEdgeCluster respectively) that make
use of ITAH-induced abstract representations of network data.
The results of our experiments with two real-world data sets,
Last.fm and Flickr, show that the classifiers that make use
of ITAH-induced abstract representations of network data
competitive with, and in some cases, outperform those that
does not.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the problem formulation. Section 3 describes our
approach to inducing ITAH from network data and using
the resulting ITAH to learn compact and accurate predictive
models for labeling objects in a large social network. Section 4
presents results of experiments that demonstrate the utility of
the proposed approach. Section 5 concludes with a summary
and a discussion and an outline of some promising directions
for further research.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A heterogeneous social network with multiple types of
nodes and links can be represented as a graph G = (V, E)
in which V = {A ∪ I} is a set of vertices where A denotes
a set of actors and I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ · · · ∪ IM (M is number of
item type) is a set of items where Ii denotes a set of items of
type i; and E is a set of edges that model the links e.g., those
that link different actors or those that link actors with items
e.g., books, paintings, movies. In the rest of the paper, we will
use Ii to denote both a set of items of i-th type, say a set of
books, as well as the name of the type of items represented
in Ii , say, Book.
Definition 1. Item Type Abstractions. An item type abstraction hierarchy ITAH Ti over a set of items Ii , is a dendrogram
such that the root of Ti denotes Ii and the set of leaves of
Ti form a partition of Ii . A subset γi of nodes of an ITAH Ti
such that for any leaf l ∈ Ti , either l ∈ γi or l is a descendent
of some node m ∈ γi defines a type abstraction of type Ii .
The set of elements of any given type abstraction γi form a

partition of Ii (and correspond to a cut through Ti ). We define
size (γi ), the size of a type abstraction to be |γi | , the number
of elements in γi .
Figure 1 shows an example of ITAHs for music and video
items respectively. The type abstractions γ1 for music and γ2
for video correspond to cuts through the respective ITAHs.
γ2 contains three video subcategories (Movie/Ads/Arts/Health,
Political/Education, and Sport/Nature) and hence size (γi )=3.
Definition
2. Network Abstractions. Let Γ
=
{γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γM } be a global abstraction (GA) where
each γi is a type abstraction over the corresponding ITAH
Ti . A network abstraction ν (G, Γ) of a network G induced
by Γ is simply a graph where each node of G is replaced
by its corresponding type abstraction from Γ and each
link between a pair of nodes in G is replaced by a link
between the type abstractions of the corrresponding nodes
specified by Γ = {γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γM }. We refer to ν (G, Γ) as
the Γ-induced abstraction of G. We defineP
size (Γ), the size
M
of Γ = {γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γM } to be size(Γ) = i=1 |γi |.
Given an abstraction hierarchy Ti of the type Ii , we denote
that a type abstraction γˆi is a refinement of an type abstraction
γi if γˆi is obtained by replacing one node in γi by its
descendents. In other words, γi is the abstraction of γˆi . And
we denotes that a global abstraction Γ̂ is a refinement of a
global abstraction Γ if a type abstraction in Γ̂ is a refinement
of some type abstraction in Γ.
Figure 1 shows an example of the global abstraction Γ
and its refinement Γ̂. The type abstraction γ1 = {Rock/Metal,
Jazz/Blues/Reggae, POP/Classical/Country} in the Music hierarchy is substituted by its refinement γ̂1 = {Rock/Metal,
Jazz/Blues/Reggae, POP, Classical/Country}.
Definition 3. Labeling Actors in Networks. Consider a social network in which each actor a ∈ A belongs to one
or more categories in C = {C1 , C2 , · · · , CN }. Suppose the
category membership of each actor a ∈ A is denoted by a
3-valued label vector where the jth element is 1 if the actor a
is assigned to category Cj ; 0 if a is not assigned to category
Cj ; and u if a is not labeled with respect to its membership
in category Cj . Given a social network in which only some
of the actors are labeled with respect to their membership in
any given category, the task is to complete the labeling.

Algorithm 1 ITAH Learning Algorithm
Input: A set of item objects Ii ; An integer Ki .
Output : An ITAH Ti , and an ordered set of type
abstractions ∆i of type Ii
1: Use k-means to partition Ii into Ki clusters to obtain
i
Bi = {b1i · · · bK
i }
2: Ti = Bi ;
3: ∆i = {Bi };
4: while |Bi | > 1 do
o
n 
5:
(x , y) = arg minBi D Pik ||Pij
6:
bixy = bix ∪ biy
7:
Ti = Ti ∪ bixy s.t. Parent(bix ) = Parent(biy ) = bixy
8:
Bi = Bi \ {bix ∪ biy } ∪ bixy
9:
∆i = ∆i ∪ {Bi }
10: end while

Algorithm 2 Global Abstraction Searching Algorithm
Input: T1 , · · · , TM , (training) data Dt , number of folds
K
Output: An ordered set of global abstractions Λ.
1: Set current GA Γ to the most abstract GA.
PM
. Ki = leaf nodes(Ti )
2: while |Γ| ≤
i=1 Ki do
3:
Adding Γ to Λ
4:
Induce M refinements Γ̂’s of Γ based on T1 , · · · , TM
5:
Train M × K classifiers using Γ̂’s and K-fold crossvalidation over Dt
6:
Compute the error rate(hj (Γ̂)) of each classfier
hj (Γ̂) using j th fold from Dt
PK
1
7:
Set Γ = arg minΓ̂ K
j=1 error rate(hj (Γ̂))
8: end while
9: Output Λ.

III. L ABELING ACTORS IN S OCIAL N ETWORKS
We proceed to describe our approach to labeling actors in
social networks, i.e., solving the social network actor labeling
(SNAL) problem: (i) Construct ITAH from social network
data; (ii) Exploit the ITAH-induced network abstractions to
induce compact yet accurate predictors of actor labels to solve
the SNAL problem1 .
A. Constructing Item Type Abstraction Hierarchies
We generate an item type abstraction hierarchy for each
type of items e.g., Books, Movies, by clustering item objects.
Before we proceed, we need to select a representation of items
and a similarity or distance measure for caculating the pairwise similarity between items that can be used for successively
grouping items into clusters. We exploit the user annotation
of items in social networks (e.g., tags, title, description) [8]
to represent each item by a bag of words. In what follows,
we use subscripts and superscripts to denote indices of the
type of the item and to index the items inn a set of items
o
of a given type respectively. Let Wi = t1i , t2i , . . . , tdi i
be the set of distinct
in the annotations
 terms occurring
i
of items in Ii = o1i , o2i , . . . , om
(items of type i). We
i
define the term distribution Pik of an item as
 the conditional
probability distribution pki (1) , · · · , pki (di ) where pki (l) =
Pr=d
P (tli |oki ) = n(oki , tli )/ r=1i n(oki , tri ) over the distinct term
set Wi , where n(oki , tli ) is the number of occurences of term tli
in the annotation of the item oki . To assess the distance between
j
k
two items
 oi and
 oi , we use the Jensen-Shannon divergence
j
[9] D Pik , Pi between their term distributions Pik and Pij .
The Jensen-Shannon divergence or information radius between
two probability distributions Pik and Pij is defined as:
1 Because the primary focus of this paper is on examining the power of
network abstraction in labeling actors in a social networks, we focus on a
simpler instance of the SNAL problem, wherein each actor belongs to exactly
one category. However, the proposed approach naturally generalizes to the
setting where each actor can simultaneously belong to multiple categories.

D(Pik ||Pij )

=

"
1 X k
pi (l) log
2
l

+

X
l

2pki (l)

!

pki (l) + pji (l)

pji (l) log

2pji (l)
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pki (l) + pji (l)

The smaller the divergence between the term distributions
of two items the higher their similarity.
Algorithm 1 demonstrates how to learn an ITAH. Given the
large number of items that need to be clustered, we make use
of the two-level hybrid clustering algorithm [10] to generate
ITAHs: first, for each item type i, we deploy k-means2 to
cluster the set Ii of items of that type into a set of Ki
clusters. The resulting Ki clusters are then further grouped
successively using standard hierarchical clustering algorithm
to generate an ITAH Ti . The result of the clustering at each
step of hierarchical clustering starting with the initial set of
Ki clusters and ending with a single cluster are accumulated
to obtain an ordered set 4i of type abstractions3 . The type
abstraction obtained by previous iteration is the refinement of
the one obtained in the current iteration (i.e., line 9). Note
that the leaves of Ti are the Ki clusters produced by the first
stage (k-means) of the two-stage hybrid clustering procedure
outlined above.
The clustering process outlined above is executed for each
item type to obtain a collection of item type abstraction
hierarchies T1 · · · TM and the corresponding ordered sets of
type abstractions 41 · · · 4M . Actually, 4i stores all type
abstractions of type Ii and it is equivalent to Ti . The purpose
of introducing 4i is for convenience when accessing a type
abstraction or the refinement of one type abstraction in item
abstraction hierarchy Ti . The Cartesian product 4 = ×4i
defines the space of global abstractions induced by the item
type abstraction hierarchies T1 · · · TM . Each choice of a global
abstraction Γ = {γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γM } ∈ 4 where γi ∈ 4i
2 To

cluster large item object sets, we used the parallel k-means [11]
that the cardinality of 4i is O (Ki )

3 Note

TABLE I
S UMMARIES OF DATA SETS

induces a corresponding network abstraction ν (G, Γ) of the
network G.

Last.fm
Groups
43
Users
45,139
Tracks
430,976
Artists
50,983
User-User
239,479
User-Artist
433,752
User-Track 7,023,181

B. Representing Actors in Social Networks
For a given choice of network abstraction ν (G, Γ) of the
network G induced by Γ = {γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γM }, an item object
oji of type Ii is uniquely mapped to, and hence encoded by
one of the nodes in γi , a cut through Ti . Each actor in the
network is represented by the collection of (abstractions of)
the item objects that link to it along with (the class labels of)
the actors that link to it.
We consider two variants of actor representation: the binary
encoding which simply indicates the presence or absence of
a particular feature and the count (frequency) encoding [6],
which provides the number of occurences of the feature.
(analogous to to the multi-variate Bernoulli and multinomial
Naı̈ve Bayes in [12] models used for encoding documents).
C. Learning to Label Actors
Our basic approach to learning to label actors in a social
network is to search the space of global abstractions of the
network to find the ones that yield an accurate and compact
predictor. We first use Algorithm 1 to generate collection of
abstraction hierarchies. The procedure for searching optimal
global abstractions is shown in Algorithm 2. We first start
from most abstract global abstraction of the network. The
size of this abstraction is equal to M (number of abstraction
hierarchies). With a current global abstraction Γ, we induce M
refinements of Γ (line 4) where each refinement is obtained by
substituting a type abstraction (node) in Γ with its descendents
in the abstraction hierarchy. Note that because the abstraction
hierarchy is a binary tree, each refinement of Γ is of the same
size i.e., size(Γ) + 1. We score each of these refinements by
training and testing predictors (using K-fold cross-validation)
based on the representations of actors induced by each refinement. The global abstraction that receives the highest score
is chosen as the optimal one for the corresponding size (i.e.,
size(Γ) + 1) (line 7). The process is repeated until we reach
the the least abstract global abstraction i.e., one that includes
the leaf nodes of each of the M abstraction hierarchies. The
output of Algorithm 2 is an ordered set P
of optimal global
M
abstractions with sizes ranging from M to i Ki .
In summary, to learn classifiers for labeling actors, we
create a collection of type abstraction hierarchies (i.e.,
T1 , T2 , . . . , TM ) based on item objects of a network using
Algorithm 1. Based on a set of abstraction hierarchies and
labels of some of the actors (i.e., training data), we determine
a set of optimal global asbtractions (i.e., Λ) using Algorithm 2.
For each of global abstractions from the output of Algorithm
2, we build a classifier based on training data and then use the
learned classifier to predict labels of unlabeled actors.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Social Media Data
In order to obtain real-world network data sets that contain
multiple types of objects and links (i.e., heterogeneous network

Flickr
Groups
17
Users
18,021
Photos
1,478,174
User-User
178,720
User-Photo 1,478,174
-

data), we turn into crawling available social media networks
and use them in our paper.
The first dataset is from Last.fm network. Last.fm is a music
website where registered people can listen to tracks, join in
favorite groups, and make friends with other music lovers. For
our experiment, we focus on the network consisting of users
as actors and tracks and artists as items which encode three
kinds of relationships: user-user, user-track, and user-artist. We
manually identified 43 disjoint groups in this network and
crawled all users, and the items and artists that are linked
to them along with the associated attributes e.g., biography of
artists, and tags of tracks. Each of groups in Last.fm refers to
a set of users who have common characteristics/interests (e.g.,
http://www.last.fm/group/Metal denotes a group of users who
are interested in Metal music).
Our second dataset is from Flickr, a network which allows
registered users to upload photos and share photos. We selected users as actors and photos as items and two kind of
relationships via user-user and user-photo connections. We
manually identified 17 disjoint groups of actors in the Flickr
network and crawled the associated information e.g., tags, title,
and description of the photos. Likewise, each of groups in
Flickr refers to a community of users who share the same taste
in pictures (e.g., http://www.flickr.com/groups/iowa/ denotes a
group of users who are interested in pictures about the state
of Iowa).
In both cases, we use the group memberships of users
as class labels for the actors for training and evaluating our
predictors. We crawl the above two data sets by using Last.fm
api4 and Flickr api5 , discard users that have no links to any
other users, and use the lucene6 package to do preprocess
the textual attributes of the item objects, i.e., remove stopwords, perform stemming, and remove infrequent terms. The
result is a set of 3913, 1720, and 1408 terms (respectively) for
representing photo, track, and artist items. The characteristics
of the two data sets are shown in table 1.
B. Predictive Models
In order to examine the benefit of abstraction, we compare:
•

Iterative classification Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier (INBC)
[2], a collective classification approach that uses naı̈ve

4 http://www.last.fm/api
5 http://www.flickr.com/services/api/
6 http://lucene.apache.org/

Bayes as the base classifier and the iterative classification algorithm as the collective inference technique and
AINBC, a variant of INBC that is trained using abstract
representations of the network data.
• Iterative classification Logistic Regression Classifier
(ILRC) [2], [6], a collective classification approach that
uses logistic regression as the base classifier and the
iterative classification algorithm as the collective inference technique and AILRC, the variant of ILRC which
is trained using abstract representations of network data.
• Edge-Centric Social Dimension (EdgeCluster) [7]: This
method extracts the social dimensions and uses them
as features to generate the discriminative model (see
[7] for details) and AEdgeCluster, which uses abstract
representations of network data.
In the cases of INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster, we extracted a
bag of words representation of textual attributes of the items
use as the features of a user (actor) whereas in the cases of
AINBC, AILRC, and AEdgeCluster, we extract the abstract
representation features as described in section 3. In all cases,
we also used the neighbors’ class labels and in the cases
of EdgeCluster and AEdgeCluster, we also added the social
dimension features. In each model, we compared the binary
and the count based representations of features.
C. Experimental Setup
Our experiments are designed to explore the following
question: How does the performance of AINBC, AILRC,
and AEdgeCluster compare with that of INBC, ILRC, and
EdgeCluster, respectively?
To answer this question, we trained AINBC, AILRC, and
AEdgeCluster
for values of z that range from M to Z =
PM
K
,
where
z is the size of the global abstraction Γ, and Z
i
i
is the size of the largest global abstraction in Λ, and compared
the performance of the above three classifiers with that of their
counterparts, INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster, respectively, over
the entire range from M to Z.
We evaluate the classifiers using 10-fold cross-validation. In
each of the 10 cross-validation runs, we use 90% of data for
training i.e., used by Algorithm 2 for identifying the ordered
set of global abstractions Λ and for training the classifiers in
Algorithm 3 and 10% of data for evaluating the performance
of the classifiers trained by Algorithm 3. Since the data sets
are unbalanced, we also use the macro-F1 measure which is
influenced more by the classifier’s performance on rare classes.
We report the average accuracy and macro-F1 of 10-fold crossvalidation experiment.
D. Results
We generated the photo ITAH in the case of Flickr and
the track and artist ITAHs in the case of Last.fm. To ensure
fairness of comparison, we set the maximum dimension of the
features equal to the number of the features extracted from
items in the absence of abstraction. Specifically, the numbers
of leaf nodes of photo, track, and artist ITAHs are K1 = 3913,
K1 = 2800, and K2 = 328, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the results of the comparison of AINBC,
AIRLC, and AEdgeCluster with INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster, respectively on two data sets considered in this work. As
we can see in the figure, AINBC, AILRC, and AEdgeCluster
approach the performance of INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster,
respectively, with much smaller sizes of the global abstractions
(compared to the maximum size of a global abstraction or
to the dimension of items’ attributes) with both binary and
count-based feature representations of the data. In particular,
with binary feature representation on Flickr data set, the performances of INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster are matched by
those of AINBC, AILRC, and AEdgeCluster trained by using
only network abstractions with far fewer features, 931, 1271,
and 204, respectively. Likewise, with count-based feature
representations on Last.fm data set, the performance of INBC,
ILRC, and EdgeCluster are matched by those of AINBC,
AILRC, and AEdgeCluster using global abstractions of sizes
1073, 801, and 1205, respectively. We saw qualitatively similar
results in the case of binary representation except the case
of AINBC on Last.fm. Not surprisingly, predictors that use
count-based representation of features often outperform their
counterparts that use binary representation.
Figures 3 shows the results of comparison of all six classifiers on both accuracy and macro-F1 measurements. We
can see that AEdgeCluster performs the best in most of the
cases except the ones on Last.fm with Macro-F1. The results
of our experiments show that the abstraction representation
makes it possible to construct preditive models, AINBC,
AILRC, and AEdgeCluster, that are more compact than INBC,
ILRC, and EdgeCluster. AINBC, AILRC, AEdgeCluster are
competitive with, and in some cases, surpass the performance
of INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster, respectively. We observe
the same pattern of the classification performances on the
rare classes of AINBC, AILRC, AEdgeCluster. Figures 3(e)
to 3(h), show that AINBC, AILRC, and AEdgeCluster match,
and in several cases, surpass the performances of INBC, ILRC,
and EdgeCluster, respectively, with respect to the macroF1 measure, with global abstractions that yield substantially
more compact classifiers. For example, in the case of binary
representation, using a global abstraction of size 756 (figure
3(e)), AEdgeCluster achieves its highest macro-F1 of 39.79%
as compared to the EdgeCluster which achieves the macro-F1
of 35.38%.
The results of classifiers that exploit abstraction are in general competitive and sometime surpass the ones of classifiers
that do not exploit abstraction. This can be explained that
abstraction helps discover the latent prior knowledge (e.g.,
tracks in Last.fm can be classified into several types of tracks
like rock music, classical music, etc.) from data. This latent
prior knowledge are compact and distinguishable enough to
improve the performance of the actor label predicting model.
V. S UMMARY AND D ISCUSSION
A variety of approaches to labeling nodes in networks have
been explored in the literature. These include (i) Approaches

(a) INBC on Flickr

(b) ILRC on Flickr

(c) EdgeCluster on Flickr

(d) INBC on Last.fm

(e) ILRC on Last.fm

(f) EdgeCluster on Last.fm

Fig. 2. Accuracy of classifiers that exploit abstraction and classifiers that do not exploit abstraction on two real data sets Flickr (18,021 users) and Last.fm
(45,139 users). Figures (a), (b), and (c): accuracies on Flickr of Iterative classification Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier (INBC), Iterative classification Logistic Regression
Classifier (ILRC), and EdgeCluster, respectively. Figures (d), (e), and (f): accuracies on Last.fm of INBC, ILRC, and EdgeCluster, respectively.

(a) Flickr with Binary

(b) Flickr with Count

(c) Last.fm with Binary

(d) Last.fm with Count

(e) Flickr with Binary

(f) Flickr with Count

(g) Last.fm with Binary

(h) Last.fm with Count

Fig. 3. Performance comparisons of six classifiers based on two variants of actor representation, Binary (Multivariate) and Count (Multinomial). Figures
(a) and (b): accuracies on Flickr with Binary and Count. Figures (c) and (d): accuracies on Last.fm with Binary and Count. Figures (e) and (f): macro-F1
measurements on Flickr with Binary and Count. Figures (g) and (h): macro-F1 measurements on Last.fm with Binary and Count.

that develop a relational learner to classify an actor by iteratively labeling an actor to the majority class of its neighbors
[13], [3]; (ii) Approaches that effectively exploit correlations
among the labels and attributes of objects [2], [6], [4], [5]
that distinguish between and make use of different types
of correlations to assign labels to actor objects; (iii) Semisupervised learning or transductive learning methods [14], [15]
which include, among others, random-walk based methods
[16], [17] that assign a label to an actor based on the known label(s) of objects represented by node(s) reachable via random
walk(s) originating at the node representing the actor. With the
exception of some approaches, e.g., RankClass [18], Graffiti
[16], and EdgeCluster [7], most of the current approaches
to classification of network data focus on homogeneous
networks, i.e., networks that consist of a single type of nodes
and/or links. RankClass and Graffiti are the approaches that
classify objects of all types in the network. In contrast, the
focus of this paper is classifying the actor objects of the
network based on the features extracted from heterogeneous
networks with multiple types of nodes and links.
Using abstraction hierarchies on the problem of learning
classifiers has been explored in several studies. Approaches
in [19], [20] have made use of hierarchical taxonomies on
classes to improve the accuracy of classifiers. Others [21],
[22] have explored the use of abstract representations to train
classifiers in the traditional supervised learning setting. In
contrast, the focus of this paper is on learning and exploiting
hierarchical groupings of items in social networks that induce
abstract representations of social networks to obtain compact
and accurate predictors.
Specifically, we have shown that predictors that make use
of abstract representations of network data offer a means
to learn predictive models that are competitive with, and
in some cases, outperform those that do not make use of
abstractions using three different prediction methods (INBC,
ILRC, and EdgeCluster) with two different real-world data
sets. Furthermore, abstract representation provides a way to
learn compact predictive models and hence, helps minimize
over-fitting.
One limitation of our abstraction-based predictive model is
that, while it provides more compact models by reducing the
input size when learning a model, the simplicity is achieved at
the risk of some information loss due to abstraction. To trade
off accuracy of the model against its complexity, it would
be useful to augment the algorithm so that it can choose an
optimal global abstraction over ITAHs. This can be achieved
by designing a scoring function (based on a conditional
minimum description length (CMDL) score), similar to [22]
in the case of Naı̈ve Bayes, to guide a top-down search for an
optimal global abstraction.
Some promising directions for further research include: (i)
extending the use of abstract representations to the objectobject link model [23]; (ii) reducing the size of the feature
space by hashing the very large numbers of items to be
clustered to a lower dimensional space using hashing before
generating abstract network representations [24]; (iii) incor-

poration of CMDL-like score for finding an optimal global
abstraction.
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